


the sun

rest the sea

Summer holidays



Good times ahead!



[o:] – walk, talk
[w] – walk, with
[ei] – today, day, rain, play
[^] – summer, sun, run, fun
[aɪ] – dive, life
[i:] – sea





Activities

go to the seasidego camping

go to the mountains go to the lake



Структура  be + going to употребляется, когда мы 
хотим рассказать о планах на ближайшее 
будущее.  
Запомни! Глагол “to be” – изменяемая часть. 
I       am

He     is
She    is
It    is        +     going to swim in the sea. 
We   are
You  are
They are

Be going to
(собираться)



- With whom your friend is going to go to the mountains?

- ARE YOU GOING TO GO CAMPING?

- Are you going to the lake or to the seaside?
- Where is your friend going to go? 

Yes, I am. No, I am 
not.

He/she is going to go … 

My friend is going to go to the mountains with 
….



She is going to…
He is going to…
They are going to…



Countries



✔ swim in the sea a lot ✔ fly a kite
✔ have picnics ✔ play with my sister/brother
✔ relax on the beach ✔ read interesting books
✔ learn English words ✔ visit my grandparents/friends
✔go on a field trip ✔ go to the forest
✔ visit places of interest
✔ ski

✔ go camping 
✔ go to the mountains

I am going to Thailand. 
I am going to relax on the beach. 

Turkey, Italy, Poland, Spain, Portugal, Mexico, Greece, Thailand



What’s the weather 
like today?

What will the weather be like 
tomorrow? 



It’s sunny.

It will be sunny.



It’s rainy.

It will be rainy.



It’s windy.

It will be windy.



It’s hot.

It will be hot.



        It’s cold.

It will be cold.



It’s cloudy.

It will be cloudy.



What will the weather be  like tomorrow in…..? 

Moscow 

Rome 

Paris 
Madrid 

Athens 

London 

It will be …





things for an 
island holiday at a 
hotel

things for a 
camping holiday 
in the mountains

Fill in the table:

Use: sunglasses, swimsuit, swimming trunks,  
jeans, boots, tent, flippers, sleeping bag  



I’m going to go on 
an island holiday  
and I’m going to 
take…

an island holiday



a camping holiday 
on mountains

I’m going to go on a 
camping holiday on 
mountains and I’m 
going to take…



Dear mum and dad,
Hope you’re having a good time in 
Italy! We are in Australia now and 
having great holidays! Larry and I are 
spending our time with uncle Harry and 
Chuckles. Sydney is beautiful. We swim 
in the sea, sunbathe and play games 
every day. It is hot today. Tomorrow it 
will be sunny and hot too.  Of course, 
we are going to visit places of interest 
and have fun. There are a lot of things to 
see and to do here!
We miss you.
Love, 
Lulu, Larry, Chuckles





❖ Can you talk about countries?
❖ Can you talk about your holiday 

plans?
❖ You’ve got “funny faces” on your 

desks. Show us how you liked the 
lesson, please.

Reflexion:



______________________ (name) 
                                                                                             
I can… very well OK not very well
talk about countries    

talk about holiday 
plans

   

name holiday items    

talk about the 
weather

   

ask and answer 
questions

   

Progress Report Card
Module 8


